Hughes Will Not Be Candidate For The College Presidency

By Edward Jager

Dean Arthur H. Hughes, acting president of Trinity College, will not be a candidate for the presidential position. The Tripod has learned.

The Dean made the following statement concerning the new announcement:

"The 129th year of the College is one of great opportunity for each individual enrolled in this record-breaking student body. For the hundreds of you who have deferred from military service, it is an opportunity to enlarge your capacity for leadership. For every student, it will be one of the most important years in personal development of those qualities of intellect and character toward which you have been directed."

Trinity Policies Continued

"The lives of graduates of 128 classes indicate the soundness of Trinity policies of education. During the past year, in the formation of eating clubs, there have been called upon for temporary assumption of the Faculty and Student organizations, there will be a full measure of opportunity for each young man who would take a share."

The Board of Trustees of Trinity College named Dean Hughes acting president of the College on September 7 in order to release Keith Funston, who assumed a new position as director of the New York Stock Exchange on September 10.

Committee Considering Candidates

The committee was announced August 11 by Lyman H. (Continued on page 5.)

Command Decision Jesters' Next Play

Command Decision by William Winter Hayes, the Jesters' first producer of plays, announced Monday night.

"Our last meeting took place after playing sixteen plays in the five a.m.-style performances on Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays, and Tuesday, November 8, 9, 10, 12, and 16, in Alumni Hall."

The play, which appeared on Broadway, was originally written as a novel and was later made into a movie starring Clark Gable, Van Johnson, Walter Pidgeon, and Brian Donnelly. Mr. George R. Nichols, III, of the English department is director of the production.

Tickets will be distributed free to students who have met the requirements for matriculation and to faculty members in advance of the run of performances. The Jesters have stated that, due to the new schedule of five shows, there will be fewer than eight performances as in the past. The first is scheduled for November 12.

The first meeting Thursday evening at 8:30 p.m. in the tripod office. Freshmen, features, sports and business staffs are required to attend.

Training Program for New Tripod Men to Hold First Session

A training program for new men on the Tripod staff will hold its first meeting Thursday evening at 8:30 p.m. in the Tripod office. Freshmen, features, sports and business staffs are required to attend.

An Open Letter To Parents of Trinity Men:

The staff of THE TRIPOD feels that all parents will wish to be better informed about the interests and activities of the students, the decisions of the Administration which affect them. We therefore are extending to you this opportunity of subscribing to THE TRIPOD. So that you may get to know us, we are sending all parents the first three issues of THE TRIPOD. Please read them; we hope you will enjoy them and make use of the subscription blank on page two.

Alma Chio Chi Rho Tops List With 23 Men; DKE, Delta Phi, Sigma Nu Pledge Many

Following balloting last Sunday, those fraternities pledged to admit to its membership the following: Thirty-nine '51 Men Called Into Service

By Dick Blasich

Although there was an air of pessimism prevailing among the members of the class of 1951, because of the world situation, last June's group was not the least bit lethargic in applying for employment and graduate schools.

Of the 196 graduates, thirty-nine were called upon for temporary service; when these statistics were compared with those in August, 1951, statistics obtained from the College Placement Office reveal that of 22 men who applied to various graduate schools, 52 were accepted. The largest portion of this group is attending medical schools. Twelve men were accepted to further studies at such universities as Pennsylvania, Yale, Columbia, Chicago, and Cornell. Ten graduated men, who entered Graduate schools are doing work in eighteen different fields of specialization.

Graduates in search of employment have fared extremely well. Seventy-seven have already employed, although only eight have not found suitable positions as yet. Thirty-three men entered some phase of industry, while thirteen have entered the insurance business, ten have gone into government service, five have affiliated with eleven miscellaneous occupations including advertising and business agencies, journalism, and investment.

Placement Office statistics show that during 1951, 2400 personal interviews were held with men. The number of Trinity College, Russell A. Butler with seniors and underclassmen. Forty-nine companies participated in the interviews. Approximately 900 replies have been received from employers in answer to these interviews. The salary range for 1951 graduates increased, the average being $1200 with Science majors commanding the largest salaries.
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Training Program for New Tripod Men to Hold First Session

A training program for new men on the Tripod staff will hold its first meeting Thursday evening at 8:30 p.m. in the Tripod office. Freshmen, features, sports and business staffs are required to attend.

The program will deal with the organizational set-up of the Tripod. Later sessions will cover writing techniques, headline, copy preparation and make-up.

The course will be under the supervision of Managing Editor Richard E. Robinson.

French Businessmen Tour Trinity Campus

A group of twenty-one French businessmen, interested in a wide range of business methods, visited Trinity College on Tuesday, December 11. The tour was under the auspices of the Interfraternity Council announc­

In New Vernon Street Houses Occupied; TCC Moves Into 118, Tau Alpha to 94

The Commons Club has recently moved into a new two-story residence at 118 New Vernon Street, given to them by the College for as long as they want it, is the new home of President Dick Ellerson and his associates who formerly had their headquarters in North Jarvis.

Besides a full program of parties and social events, the Commons Club has many other activities planned for the coming year. First on the agenda will be the formation of an eating club. This project will start as soon as the layout of the new building is decided. Among the structural improvements are a fire-escape, windows on the third floor, several supporting beams in the basement, a new bathroom, and plastering of fire doors, new staircases to the third floor, and, of course, a stairway to the basement system.

Coming back to campus two weeks before the beginning of classes, the fraternity's members completed some of the work painting and furnishing the new dormitory rooms, painting several of the upstairs rooms, and refinishing the upstairs dorms and downstairs.
My Interview With Mrs. Roosevelt

By Joe Wellenberger

I had just finished my last exam: French 212; what a pain in the neck to be stuck in school until June 7. I rescheduled as quickly as possible to get out of New York. As I waited on the platform for the train to arrive four people came up the stairs leading to the track. One of the four looked very familiar; suddenly it came to me. It was Eleanor Roosevelt, wife of the late FDR. She seemed to me to be taller than I had ever pictured her. When the train pulled in Mrs. Roosevelt stepped into the parlor car while I entered the president's coach directly behind her.

As I sat in my reclining chair I thought to myself, “What a chance this would be to get a really good interview for the Tripod.” But what a reporter–in a situation like this, and without a piece of paper. Then I thought, “I’ll hold it, write down, etc. Actually these were but overtures for my lack of courage. Finally I got my nerve back and went to find a piece of paper. I approached Mrs. Roosevelt and introduced myself. Her face was a little more serious but she didn’t object to the interview. Mrs. Roosevelt told me that I had delivered a lecture in Hartford, reading the “New York Times.” I excused myself in several references and asked if I would be able to take a few minutes of her time. She was exceedingly friendly and acted as if she had been expecting this. She said she would gladly answer any question that she possibly could. It seemed to me that she was happy to have someone to talk to (I’m sure there are many better suited celebrities who would have welcomed the opportunity that I had seized). Then I excused my appearance and showed her the lack of my efforts to fish out her name. For I thought that Mrs. Roosevelt’s feminine readers will I add that the number one woman in the world was wearing a green print with white flowers.

Mrs. Roosevelt at recent United Nations Conference.

Mrs. Roosevelt did not even have to think about that one. She said that the U.N. was very successful in the areas in which it had been allowed to function. Great work has been done in specialized organizations such as the World Health Organization. This group has investigated the causes of disease in many of the backward countries throughout the world and through the use of modern cures has been successful in almost completely stamping out malaria and tuberculosis.

She continued: The World Agricultural Organization has made similar strides surveying world conditions, finding where improvement is needed, and supplying modern ideas and machinery to underdeveloped nations.

The United Nations, she said, was not successful in military fields though a better understanding has been promoted. The difficulties in the Security Council all began with Russia’s refusal to cooperate her atomic projects.

My second question: Is the United States’ share of soldiers in Korea proportional to the U.S. contributions to the United Nations? According to Mrs. Roosevelt all forces in Korea were contributed on a voluntary basis. The U.S. wants to send troops but has not been ordered to do so by the U.N. The U.N. could not decree that we send a certain number as that is not within its power. Only economic relations come directly under its control.

The United States was ready to withdraw entirely from Korea before all this trouble started, she stated. “We gave more troops in the beginning because we were close by with mass bases in the vicinity. Australia was the second nation to sign the agreement. These countries are slowly building up. We, however, still carry the battle.”

The last question: It is completely beyond my conception to know how it would feel to live in the White House. If I’m not being too personal just how did it feel?

“For me,” Mrs. Roosevelt answered, “it really was not much different than living anywhere else except that there were more priviledges, duties and social functions. For my husband there was a great difference and I could see the strain. All the final decisions on foreign policy and things that went had to come from him. That was a heavy responsibility.”

I stood up, thanked her for giving me so much of her time, and again expressed myself for having bothered her. She told me it was nice talking to me and we shook hands. Close out, I sauntered back to the parlor and revised my scribbled notes.

Fall Fare Sales

- Grey Flannel Trouser
- Scotch Shetland Sport Jackets
- Shetland Sweaters
- Button-Down Oxford Shirts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Fax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hilly Miller</td>
<td>218-5213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumbull</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dean Hughes

(Continued from page 1.)
Brainerd, named the Board of Trustees. It is understood that Dean Hughes does not wish to be a candidate for the presidency. In his announcement, Mr. Brainerd said that "the seven-man committee of the Trustees selected to name a successor to President Funston under consideration a large number of candidates. The task of reviewing their qualifications and completed the first and although progress is being made it is anticipated that some time before the committee will be in a position to recommend a successor.

The Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees said that it is entirely unlikely that a new president will be in place until 1953, the latest date at which the Board had previously agreed to re-lease President Funston for his new position. Therefore, the College would be faced with the necessity of naming an acting President in the middle of a college year. In the interest of continuity of administration for the complete college year and in order to relieve the Selective Committee from the pressure of having to meet a deadline, it was decided to accept President Funston's resignation prior to the opening of college this fall.

"We are exceedingly fortunate to have Dean Hughes available to head the College during this interim period."

Hughes Served Previously
Dean Hughes previously served as acting president from the death of President Remsen B. Ogilvy in 1942 until President Funston's assumption of office in 1945. He has been a member of the Trinity faculty since 1933 and has been Dean of the College since 1941. The Dean is a well-known scholar of modern language and literature and has done extensive research and writing on 19th century German literature. He is also an authority on Connecticut Place Names.

Ralph Tompkins, Philip Ward, Joseph Woodward.

Sigma Nu

 Theta Xi

Fraternities Pledge
(Continued from page 1)


Delta Phi


Delta Psi


Psi Upsilon

Paul Farrar, Alexander Hunter, Michael Murphy, Harold Morrison.

Commons Club


WRTC Schedule

A.M. Monday to Friday
8:00 A.M. YAWN PATROL
8:05 A.M. THE MUSIC SHOP
8:00 A.M. News
9:05 Mon., PAUL WESTON
9:05 Tues., Frank DeVol
9:05 Wed., Paul Westen
9:05 Thurs., Koselaba
9:15 Mon., Denis Day
10:00 Tues., Records
9:45 Thurs., NEWSWEB
10:00 News
10:05 Bandstand Varieties
10:20 Mon., Showtime

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

No. 22...the Woodpecker

Wodrow almost bit off more than he could chew when he tackled the cigarette tests! But he pecked away 'til he smoked out the truth: Such an important item as mildness can't be off in a fledging second! A "swift sniff" or a "perforatory puff" proves practically nothing! He, like millions of smokers, found one test that doesn't leave you up a tree.

It's the sensible test...the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke—one day-after-day basis. No snap judgments! Once you've enjoyed Camels for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Thrust, T for Taste), you'll see why...
FRESHMAN SOCCER PREVIEW

Coach Lauds Forwards, Star Forward Injured

The Freshman Soccer squad of '51 will have a tall order in equaling the record of last year's undefeated team. The boys and the coach feel confident that with a few good breaks they can do it.

Coach Simos, who is new at Trinity, says the boys show a tremendous amount of hustle and spirit which seems to be indicative of all his potential starters.

Strong Student Interest

"At Trinity," said Mr. Simos, "there seems to be a student interest in athletics that very few schools have. Each boy who participates in a sport does his very best for the benefit of the team."

The first work of practice showed that the team will have a very good forward line. However, the week didn't go by without a mishap to one of those men. Shang Nai-Yong, a player with a great potential ability, broke a bone in his leg.

The first game of the year is October 31 at home against M. L. T. The remainder of the schedule is to be played October 16 with Cheateau away. The next is November 5 against Memon house, November 8 away against Chassell, and the last game, November 13, against Wesleyan is at home.

If the team rounds into the shape they are expected to be in by the first game, we hope to have a season that is equal to last year's.

Bill Goralowski, top scorer in Connecticut college last year, unanimous choice for All-New England honors, and captain of the 1951 team, is the mainstay of the backfield on both offense and defense. He is expected to supply the backfield punch to a relatively inexperience backfield.

Bill, a 21-year-old senior from Avon, Conn., stands 6' 6" tall and weighs 180 pounds. Compact built, Bill, the team's only three-quarter man, depends on great backfield speed and almost magical deception in his broken-field running. As a fan and at the season's opening game, watching Bill's spectacular opening touchdown run, "He's got bear grease on his hips." Bill is a hard and sure tackler on defense, and plays the safety position with the sure touch of a veteran.

LAWLOR, NAKASO DRAFT

Weakens Grid Picture

Lawlor, Nakaso Draft Weaken Grid Picture

The varsity football has been hit hard by the draft. Bernie Lawlor, eligible to be the starter on offense, quarterback, and Sum Nakaso, an important factor on the defensive picture, have gone into the Army.

Although George Smith and Bill Vibert have been tried at the quarterback spot, neither has as yet proven to be an adequate replacement for Lawlor.

HOW TO RAISE YOUR AVERAGE THIS TERM

Average this term

We're willing to bet right now that reading The New York Times every day will help bring up a sagging average.

We're not guaranteeing you straight A's in all your courses because if you're majoring in Sanskrit or ancient Babylonian plumbing The Times may not be much help. (But don't be too surprised if you come away with anything from these subjects.)

But when it comes to courses like econ, pol sci, government, home economics (yes, even that!), English and all sorts of other courses, you just can't beat The Times for giving you the information you need to stay at the head of your class.

And since most of us aren't total radicals, there's plenty of entertainment in The Times...like complete news of sports...the movies and the theatre...book reviews...food and fashion...and a host of crosswords puzzles.

So make this resolution now: I am going to read The New York Times every day.

Right now, I am going to get in touch with my Times campus representative who is...

James Sauvage  —  Box 17  —  Cook A-37

THE TRINITY TRIPOD
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THE SPORTS BARREL

By Alan Kurland

The college athletic situation has hit a new low in the past few months. During the latter part of the past school year we were hit by the disclosures of bribery among basketball players in New York. Immediately, educators, coaches, and students in schools outside the New York area adopted a "holier-than-thou" attitude. They blamed the dishonesty on "commercialism," "moral depravity," and a number of other hard-to-describe, but-easy-to-shout-about causes. Yes, they said, it happened in New York, which overflows with gamblers and bookies, but it can't happen here.

Bradley University inaugurated a "back-to-aggression" tournament designed to take college basketball out of the arenas and auditoriums and back into the gyms and field houses. But during the summer the wise guys were rocking back on their heels. Bradley, which had championed itself as a force of progress, was revealed to be the center of a vast "fix" racket and the basketball scandal had not ended. More arrests are coming—not only in New York, but also in cities that have previously been recognized as paragons of athletic purity. But college athletic scandals have not ended with basketball.

West Point, long regarded as the alma mater of American educational institutions, recently uncovered a rash of cheating among its students. As an example of low morality, the West Point Case was not very strong. Although cheating is not to be condemned or excused, the Cadets involved were only doing what college men, business men, and government officials all over the country are doing. Cheating has become the "natural" thing to do these days—just take a look at the news from Washington. What was important in this case was that the Army football team, from a practical viewpoint, was wiped out. All but two of the football starters and a number of basketball and football players were indicted and expelled from the Academy. Therefore, the scandal has been blazed on athletics.

What the exact cause we do not know. But what we do know is that this is another of the ways in which college athletics have declined lately.

The president of Williams and Mary College recently resigned amidst the flame and fury of a growing athletic scandal. A former Michigan football star, Allen Jackson, in an article in the college football and all the commercialism attached to it. These are merely two more examples of how the corruption and stink in college sports are being exposed.

As we look at all these miserable incidents which are occurring in colleges all over the country today, we realize how lucky we are to be at Trinity. Watching a football game at Trinity Field, or a basketball game at Memorial Field House, we get a strong feeling of pride at the fact that, as a friend from Long Island University told us, "There's no money in betting on Trinity games." "Not enough interest," he called it. Well, the kind of interest the games at Bradley and Lawlor, Nakaso Draft received we at Trinity would rather not have. Sports on the hilltop are clean, and that's the way we hope they stay.

In the not-too-distant future, it may come to pass that honest colleges will have to form the backbone of college athletics. When the "commercial" schools have corrupted themselves out of the picture, it will be schools like Trinity that will support the whole system.

INTRAMURAL FORECAST

The 1951-52 intramural season opened today with touch football and tennis inaugurating the play. Today, in football, Sigma Xi met Delta Phi and Alpha Chi Ibo played Alpha Delta Phi. In tennis today, The Dukies played Tau Alpha and Brownell meets Alpha Rho.

Tomorrow, in football, DKKE meets Alpha Tau Alpha and Brownell plays Delta Phi. Friday, also on the football field, Theta Xi plays Delta Phi and Psi U meets on November 15.

Makes a Man Love a Pipe and a Woman Love a Man

For Pipe Lovers

The Thoroughbred of Pipe Tobacco

Choics white Burley—Smooth and mild
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Tryon, the fourth returning reg- inside forward spot. Scott was a
utility man until the middle of the schedule last fall when Lou Raden
was hurt; then he did a meritorious job filling in for Lou at the nets. Bob
Almquist will be back at his regular slot at the 33. Dickinson's outstanding
Scott was a Hunter, all up from last year's Frosh down the outside right and center forward spots but Hatfield has some strong competition in the persons of Ron Humphreys and Paul Kinley.

The downfi e d blocking of the team was excellent, perm1ttmg the two
head the list of returning letter­men. Scott will be playing his third straight year at inside right and will lead the line this year. Scott was a utility man until the middle of the schedule last fall when Lou Raden was hurt; then he did a meritorious job filling in for Lou at the nets. Bob Almquist will be back at his regular slot at the 33. Dickinson's outstanding
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Trinity opened the football season with a flash Saturday as the Blue and Gold swept through a weak Dickinson team for a 27-7 victory. Billy Goralski's touchdown sprints of 5 and 96 yards were the highlights of performances that saw him easily pass the 100 yard mark in rushing. The opening performance of the team showed that its greatest deficiency lies at the quarterback position. Bill Vibert, who started and played most of the game, is a well-trained, mechanical signal-caller while George Smith, his replacement, is an excellent ball-handler. But neither one of them can pass. Their combined efforts resulted in three completions in ten attempts, and these went for only 15 yards.

The downfield blocking of the team was excellent, permitting the two long runs that broke Dickinson's back. Goralski took Kertland's opening kickoff near the sideline at the four, cut diagonally behind several fine blocks to the opposite side of the field, then turned on the speed to outrun everybody. The second touchdown came midway in the quarter when Al Magnoli, whose running would be the outstanding feature of any game in which Goralski did not participate, cut over tackle, twisted and turned through several would-be-tacklers, and then had the way clear for a seventy yard scoring jaunt opened for him by Dick Allen's fine block.

Scoreless Second Quarter

The second quarter was scoreless, despite Magnoli's fine running and by outstanding defensive play by Bernie Boroslaski and Ed Kulas. Early in the last half Kulas recovered a fumbkle to start a touchdown drive. Goralski took a pitchout wide, and two plays later Magnoli had a first down. Goralski again carried, this time through the entire team for 20 yards, but a penalty pushed the ball back and Dickinson held on the 6. The Red Devils were forced to punt, but Goralski batted down a kick-off, but Goralski batted down a pass to Jablon-Sciex had a first down. Goralski again carried, this time through the entire team for 20 yards, but a penalty pushed the ball back and Dickinson held on the 6. The Red Devils were forced to punt, but Goralski batted down a pass to Jablon-
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Why Pay More?

LONG PLAYING RECORDS
(33 1/3 R.P.M.)
30% OFF
Factory New! Every Record Guaranteed!
For FREE Complete Catalogue and Price List, write to:
RECORD HAVEN STORES
(Dept. C) 524 W 46th St.
New York 18, N. Y.

If in N.Y.C. visit our Midtown store:
1125 6th Ave.; 1145 6th Ave.
1211 6th Ave.

Make it clear... make it Schaefer

So light... so dry

When you plan your next Fall picnic,
Don't forget this favorite treat:
Take along the good, clear Schaefer—
It's the beer that can't be beat.

Our hand has never lost its skill

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., N. Y.
These local business firms have demonstrated their desire to serve Trinity Students. Many have records of service rivaling Trinity's 129 years. We recommend them to you for the best in merchandise and service.

Bell, Howell and Eastman
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
WATKINS BROTHERS
241 Asylum Street

Park Street Laundromat
Half-Hour Laundry
(soap free)
Per Machine Load 35c
Dries 30c

CAMERA CENTER
FOR YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC NEEDS
178 ANN STREET
TELEPHONE 7-0409

VanDine and Henderson
SUNOCO GAS AND OIL
Tires, Batteries and Accessories
Broad Street at New Britain Ave.
Phone 5-9871

BROAD ST. BAKERY
BAKERY OPEN SUNDAYS
885 BROAD ST.
HARTFORD, CONN.

CASE, LOCKWOOD AND BRAINARD
Printers to Trinity College for Many Years
A Division of Connecticut Printers, Inc.
85 TRUMBULL ST.
HARTFORD, CONN.

CHESTERFIELD—LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA’S COLLEGES

AT PRINCETON...

Skirm’s Smoke Shop
We certify that Chesterfield is our largest selling cigarette
by.

3 to 1 because of
MILDNESS
Plus NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE
...and ONLY CHESTERFIELD HAS IT!